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Dear 

hate always to say hoe rushed I am. It is worse than ever. 

Your 21 is helpful in axeral areas, on this history with Lishop, ,hich I'd have 
anticipeted, on Tee Lana Is Wet, for that is sou: tine I will not now have to check. 
Ly inteeestcd is limoted to ebrcy Foreman's mafia involvement, and it is real, it doe 
exist, and Ray is not the only convicted client by any means. 

Tee problems you point out are real. I am And. have been aware of them. however, 
I also must ignore them and proceed to my personal disadvantage to accomplish, to the 
degree one man can, the ove..all objectives. Primarily, precisely because of what you 
point out, this must begin with the making of as full ae possible a record, if only for 
history. 

There are elements involved with PM for which. J- just haven't time to explain. It 
has an immediate political urgency that, if it has tot oome to pass by the next time we 
meet, 	eXplain. And, once and for all, it will lay to met the liberal eopout of 
no "new evidence". 	 • 

Port of the problem is the Silence of the laldwine when such a book,asFRAIZr•UP 
appears. it has been one of the moat anpleasant'of the things so hard to Live with. There 
are at iweeet 10u have approached, not including him (I didn't know ho.: to and wouldn't 
take the time). I haven t even had a thank you note from any of the black caucus in 
ongress, each of whom got a freeicee. Or from Jessee Jackson, who took 

There is no aspect of the subject not taboo. his has been true since at the most 
recent JO, at the earliest the TV/press reaction to him. he killed us more than any one 
tning, much more than our open opeonents. 

I was working on both AUER (WeLD and TIGLA when I suspended to complete P;e, I 
think that next I'll return to AO, because i think it has commercial possibilities as a 
non-fiction detective story, ane will have an added topicality either because of the 
campaign against I-leaver of because it has finally succeeded. TIGER is more timeless and 
I think developments of the campaign may add to its topicality. I am aware of its com-
merical pot,ntial. in the summer of 1967 'Led 14apferman said he estimated it could go to 
400,000 in hardback, and 1  knew what that meant then. 

Vihat I am saying is that I hive sacrifioed so much that, whether my priorities 
are in the right order or not, until I am persuaded they are not i must make the record 
that is the eeuse of these sacrifices, the reason for the work, for I am not timeless. 
Right now I think the first priority is the :ao.kinc: of th.: recora, the undercutting of the 
oposition, the makang-it-safe for the cowardly and fearsome eoliticos who are, secretly, 
on our side, not excepting the terrified Keeeedys. 

Thu tip on Capp, which confirms the suspicions I conveyed to Jerry ever only last 
night when be called, is also as helpful as it is timely. iAany thanks. 
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